Tracking Animals for Conservation
Elephant Tracking Report No. 23: 15th to 30th September 2009
We are happy to send you the report of movements of 17 elephants for the last fortnight. We
continue seeing wider roaming movements especially for the bulls. Sera’s collar seems to be
failing as we got only two fixes from it, on 22nd September. The recently collared females,
Kauro and Ntumot continue to keep close company of each other within Sera Community
Conservancy. Two bull, Genghis Khan and Ol ari Nyriro have kept close company too. In a
notable move, Mt. Bull was able to manouvre his way from Mt. Kenya Forest into Laikipia
through an extra long and possibly more risky route. On his way back, he was able to use his
usual route. Ngelesha has also remarkably increased his range compared to the past months
when he would roam on a limited range within Laikipia Nature Conservancy. In a possibly
desperate move in search of forage, Morani barely spent a month at Kifuko area before
setting off on his journey back to Loldaiga, or so it seems as we caught up with him in El
Karama.

Your thoughts and comemnts are highly appreciated as we continue to watch how the drought
influences animal movements, hoping for rains soon.

Regards,

Festus Ihwagi and Iain Douglas-Hamilton
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Figure 1. The locations of 16 elephants tracked in Laikipia, Isiolo and Samburu on 30th September 2009.
Ukuta's icon underlies that of Ol ari Nyiro. The 17th elephant, Sora is captured on figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sora on the south eastern fringes of Mt. Marsabit Forest

Sora is in the south eastern part of Mt. Marsabit Forest from where he visits the nearby
settlement areas.
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Figure 3. Ngelesha

Unlike in the past when Ngelesha used to have a limited home range, for the last two months
he has roamed further out of Laikipia Nature Conservancy. In the last fortnight, he made
excursions into Mwenje and Ndindika SFT settlements. This is possibly in search of forage
and water as the drought continues to worsen. He has nevertheless spent much of his time
within the rhino enclosure.
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Figure 4. Ukuta (in brown) and Ol ari Nyiro (in green).

Since Ol ari Nyiro arrived in Rumuruti area from Laikipia Nature Conservancy earlier in the
month, he has kept close company with Ukuta. The bulls have been visiting the settlements
neighbouring the forest and usually retreat into the forest by dawn. On the nights of 20th and
25th September, they went into Marmanet A. On 23rd, they visited Ex-Cunningham. On the
night of 27th they made a big loop that took them into Muhotetu A and back.
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Figure 5. Genghis Khan (in yellow) and Morani (in light blue)

Morani is headed towards the western most part of his range, Loldaiga Ranch. Unlike other
times, he has spent much less time, barely a month, at Kifuko area before setting off back to
Loldaiga. It is an indication of scarcity of resources that he and other tracked elephants are
roaming further and wider as days go by. The two bulls, Morani and Genghis Khan have
seemingly crossed the fence as they have roamed freely into the farms across it; OthayaMathira-Chinga (OMC), G.G Kariuki (G.G) and Kieni East. This is the first time that the
fence has proved completely ineffective since it was commissioned in May 2008.
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Figure 6. Kauro (in brown) and Ntumot (in blue)

As is usual with the two females, they have kept close company. They have moved deeper
into Sera Conservancy via the same trail.
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Figure 7. Tia Maria (in orange), Drachmae (in pink), Rangoon (in green) and Basilica (in brown).

Basilica is along the river bed separating Lewa and Borana, where she has spent much of her
time since she left Ilngwezi on 19th after a one day excursion in the community conservancy.
Like Basilica, Rangoon too has kept close proximity to river/stream. She is in the Ngare
Ndare area Near Lewa Conservancy. Tia Maria has moved back and forth through out the
western part of Lewa and we caught up with her as she entered Ngare Ndare Forest.
Drachmae has maintained her range on the north eastern part of the conservancy.
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Figure 8. Mountain Bull

Mountain Bull has made a successful loop out of from Mt. Kenya, into Mukogodo and back.
After several efforts to cross Timau area that saw him use an alternative route to get into
Ngare Ndare Forest and back into his usual track. The new route took him along a 16km
stretch through settlements and farms, much more risky than his usual stretch of
approximately 7km across farms. On his way back, he was able to access his usual route. He
is presently in Imenti Forest. The map below shows a close up of his two routes showing the
dense settlements he had to traverse, and the arrows indicate the direction on each route.
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Figure 9. Mutara in Olpejeta Conservancy

Mutara has been within Ol Pejeta Conservancy for the last two weeks. He seems to be
looking for an exit as he walks along the fence, and is headed towards the fence’s gap.
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Figure 10. Jerusalem (in brown) and Thoreaux (in yellow)

Jerusalem is still at the dry Ewaso river bed at the boundary of West Gate and Isiolo West.
Thoreaux spent the last fortnight in Buffalo Springs National Reserve, with a brief excursion
into Ngare Mara on 21st September.
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